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TU # 1: Who encountered Pegasus at the spring Peirene, and after taming it with a magic bridle used it to
complete the tasks assigned to him by Iobates? BELLEROPHON

B1: Which goddess gave Bellerophon the magic bridle? ATHENA
B2: Which two tribes did Bellerophon defeat with the help of Pegasus? SOLYMI & AMAZONS

TU # 2: What Gallic chieftain is said to have defeated Rome at the Battle of the Allia River in 390 BC?
BRENNUS

B1: Of what Gallic tribe was Brennus the leader? SENONES
B2: Roman participation in the Battle of the Allia River was prompted by the complaints of what

neighboring city, which the Gauls had attacked a few months earlier? CLUSIUM

TU # 3: Differentiate in meaning between luceō and lugeō. LUCEŌ – TO SHINE, LUGEŌ– TO MOURN
B1. …between haereō and hauriō. HAEREŌ – TO CLING, HAURIŌ – TO DRAIN
B2. …between occidō and occīdō. OCCIDŌ – TO FALL, OCCĪDŌ – TO KILL

TU # 4: Make the verb form mīsērunt passive. MISSĪ SUNT
B1: Change missī sunt to the pluperfect tense. MISSĪ ERANT
B2: Change missī erant to the subjunctive mood. MISSĪ ESSENT

TU # 5: Please listen to the following sentences, which I will read twice, and answer in English the questions
that follow.
Quīdam imperator, credēns hominēs in aulā eum interfectūrōs esse, cotidie dormīre nōn
pōterat. Quamquam cautē vivere solēbat, tamen interfectus est dum sē lavat.

Question: What was the emperor unable to do every day? SLEEP
B1: Why was he unable to sleep? BELIEVED THAT PEOPLE WOULD KILL HIM
B2: What was he doing when he was eventually killed? BATHING

TU # 6: What son of Arcesius and Chalcomedusa held the title King of the Cephallenians, married the
daughter of Autolycus, and was the father of Ctimene and Odysseus? LAERTES

B1. In the Odyssey, after defeating the suitors, Odysseus encounters the old and lonely Laertes
performing what action? SPADING A PLANT / FARMING

B2. In Book 24 of the Odyssey, what deity reinvigorates Laertes, thus giving him the power to kill
Eupeithes, the father of Antinoüs? ATHENA

TU # 7: Which of the following words, if any, does not belong because of derivation? applesauce, assault,
salad, sausage ASSAULT

B1: From what Latin noun with what meaning do we derive the other words in the toss-up?
SAL – SALT

B2: What derivative of sal means “a fixed compensation periodically paid to a person for regular work or
services”? SALARY

TU # 8: Which two men were elected consul for the year 218 BC to conduct the war against Hannibal?
PUBLIUS (CORNELIUS) SCIPIO & (TI.) SEMPRONIUS / LONGUS

B1: At the conclusion of the First Punic War both of their families had been instrumental in securing
which two islands as Rome’s second province? CORSICA & SARDINIA
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B2: At what preliminary cavalry skirmish was Scipio wounded and saved by his 17-year-old son, the
future Scipio Africanus? TICINUS (RIVER)

TU # 9: By what collective name do we know the brothers who sprang from the earth where Cadmus planted
serpent’s teeth? SPARTOI

B1: What city did the Spartoi help Cadmus populate? CADMEIA / THEBES
B2: Name the wife of Cadmus. HARMONIA

TU # 10: Welcome to the Bibliotheca Romana, home of all your favorite classic works of literature. Please
translate this famous line from Charles Dickens into English: Erat optimus temporum, erat
pessimum temporum. IT WAS THE BEST OF TIMES, IT WAS THE WORST OF TIMES

B1: Now translate this famous line from Shakespeare into English: Vēnimus ut Caesarem sepelīremus
sed nē eum laudāremus.

WE HAVE COME / CAME TO BURY CAESAR BUT NOT TO PRAISE HIM
B2: Finally translate this famous line from Emily Bronte into English: Terror mē crudelem fēcit.

TERROR / FEAR MADE ME CRUEL

TU # 11: Which Flavian emperor, known as ‘the darling of all mankind,” died just a few short years into his
disaster-filled reign? TITUS

B1: Vespasian was campaigning in Judaea at the time of his accession. After taking command of the
Vespasian’s army, which city did Titus siege and capture? JERUSALEM

B2: This was not the only time Titus helped out his father. In what other capacity did he serve during
Vespasian’s reign? PRAETORIAN PREFECT

TU # 12: What word is shared by the mottoes of Virginia and its capital city Richmond? SĪC
B1: Give the Latin and English for the motto of Virginia.

SIC SEMPER TYRANNIS – THUS ALWAYS TO TYRANTS
B2: Translate the motto of Richmond “sīc itur ad astra”.

THUS HE GOES / IT IS GONE TO THE STARS

TU # 13: What recurring event, originally brought about to celebrate the end of the wanderings of Heracles the
Dactyl, began as a series of footraces at Olympia? OLYMPIC GAMES

B1: With the fruit of what tree, brought to Olympia from the land of the Hyperboreans, was the victor
crowned? (WILD) OLIVE TREE

B2: Which Olympian won the footrace at the first Olympic Games? APOLLO

TU # 14: Using the verb iubeō, translate into Latin: the teacher ordered the students to run as quickly as
possible. MAGISTER DISCIPULŌS QUAM CELERRIMĒ CURRERE IUSSIT / IUBĒBAT

B1: Using two ablatives translate into Latin: this custom is much better than those.
HAEC MŌS EST MULTŌMELIOR ILLĪS /

HOC INSTITŪTUM EST MULTŌMELIUS ILLĪS
B2: Translate into Latin: when the sentence is too long, it is very difficult.

UBI / CUM / QUANDO SENTENTIA EST ALTIOR, (EA) EST DIFFICILLIMA

TU # 15: Give a deponent that is a synonym of the Latin verb putō. REOR, ARBITROR
B1: Give a deponent that is a synonym of the Latin verb perdō. POPULOR
B2: Give a deponent that is a synonym of the Latin verb errō. VAGOR

TU # 16: By allying with Crixus and Oenomaüs, what Thracian slave sparked a three year slave rebellion
throughout Italy? SPARTACUS
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B1: Which future member of the First Triumvirate proved himself to be a capable military leader by
defeating Spartacus? CRASSUS

B2: Who, returning with his troops from Spain, arrived too late for the final battle, but joined the final
slaughter and crucified 5000 slaves along the Via Appia? POMPEY

TU # 17: Translate into English: Nesciō hominem quī linguam Latinam magis quam ego amat.
I DO NOT KNOW A PERSON WHO LOVES LATIN MORE THAN ME

B1: Considering that Ilias, Iliadis refers to the Iliad, translate into English: Iliādem legere temptābam,
sed omnia verba erant Graeca mihi.

I TRIED TO READ THE ILIAD, BUT THE ALL WORDS WERE GREEK TO ME
B2: Translate into English: Nunc linguam Graecam mihi discere necesse est quod Iliādem legere

volō. NOW I NEED TO LEARN GREEK / NOW IT IS NECESSARY FOR ME TO LEARN
GREEK BECAUSE I WANT TO READ THE ILIAD

TU # 18: Who ordered Copreus to assign the remaining labors to Heracles because he was too afraid?
EURYSTHEUS

B1: What creature did Heracles retrieve causing Eurystheus to hide in a jar? NEMEAN LION
B2: Heracles was originally asked to perform only ten labors. Which two did Eurytheus refuse to count?

2nd / LERNEAN HYDRA & 5th / AUGEIAN STABLES

TU # 19: What two uses of the dative can be found in the following sentence: Dux equitatum auxiliō
exercituī misit. REFERENCE & PURPOSE

B1: What use of the dative can be found in this sentence: Cur quaeque natiō civibus Romanīs invidet.
WITH SPECIAL VERBS

B2: What use of the dative can be found in this sentence: Roma Galliae divitiās dētraxit.
SEPARATION

TU # 20: Which Roman festival consisted of all the following: the sacrifice of a goat and two dogs, two young
noblemen smeared with sacrificial blood, and youths running around striking each other with goat
skins to make? LUPERCALIA

B1: During which festival from February 13th to February 21st, a time when magistrates did not wear
insignia, were temples closed and marriages forbidden? PARENTALIA

B2: What festival on February 21 concluded Parentalia? FERALIA
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EXTRA QUESTIONS

LANGUAGE

TU: Give the 2nd person, singular, present, active, indicative form of malō, malle. MAVIS
B1: Change māvis to the subjunctive mood.

MALĪS
B2: Change malīs to the pluperfect tense. MALUISSES

MYTHOLOGY

TU: What incestuous daughter was aided by her nurse and arranged to sleep with her father for twelve
nights before he found out the truth? MYRRHA / SMYRNA

B1: Name Myrrha’s father who pursued her with a sword and later killed himself in shame over the
incestuous union. CINYRAS

B2: Nine months after her metamorphosis into a tree, what infant boy was born from it? ADONIS

HISTORY

TU: What law of 445 BC permits intermarriage between plebs and patricians? LEX CANULEIA
B1: What law of 287 BC gave authority of laws to plebeian assembly? LEX HORTENSIA
B2: What law of 90 BC granted citizenship for Roman allies? LEX IULIA

ASOPUS

POLYDORUS
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